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tomers  were  impotent  before   the   all-powerful   workers5
syndicates.   In the country the prizes and distinctions of
public life were almost entirely denied to the whole bourgeoisie,
and also to members of the lower middle class who were not
members   of   the   socialist   organizations.    The   country
landowner who for years had been cock of the walk, head
of the commune, manager of all local and provincial bodies,
was ousted from all of them.   On the land he had to reckon
with  the  c League'   and  the  employment  office,  in the
market with the socialist co-operative society which fixed
' prices, in the commune with the red list, which won crushing
majorities.   Profit, position, power, were lost to him and his
children.   Hatred and bitterness were welling up, ready at
any moment to overflow.  Some of the Chambers of Labour,
as at Bologna, Reggio Emilia, Ravenna, exercised complete
control over the economic life of their province.   They had
organized the labourers, the small-holders, and the tenant
farmers ;   they fixed the price of the goods which they
distributed throughout many communes by means of their
network of co-operatives.   Landowners, shopkeepers, con-
tractors, and middlemen of all kinds found their positions
being  daily  sapped  by  the  co-operative  and  municipal
socialist movement.   This was why their hatred was chiefly
directed against the admirable conversion schemes which
the workers' organizations introduced and worked success-
fully everywhere.    * The man we fear most', as a great
landowner of the province of Ravenna said, ' is not the
communist Bombacci,  but Nullo Balding  who,  with his
Co-operative  Federation, is  cutting   us out  everywhere.'
For this reason also fascist violence was chiefly directed
against the institutions set up by reformist socialism.   These
institutions were spreading, and little by little were monopo-
lizing the entire economic and political life of their districts.
The old ruling classes felt that they were being swept
away to make room for the new social structure. The success
of socialist enterprise reminded them daily :   vita mea, mors
tua ;   and faced with this dilemma, clinging desperately to
life, the condemned classes reached by the same logic the
conclusion, mors tua, vita mea.
In the country the socialists had always been opposed by

